AKKAN is the Barcelona based production partnership between prolific natives BeGun and
Ocellot. They came together after a magic psychotropic journey and that is reflected in their
sounds, which build on a spell of trippy melodies and club-oriented ethnic rhythms fused
together with spontaneous single-take recordings. Their explosive and energetic live set has
won them some extraordinary reviews from festivals such as Eurosonic, InDoor, C/O Pop,
Ozora, Soundeat, Monkey Week, Fort Festival, Vida Festival, Avant Off, Icelandic Airwaves,
Sonic Visions amongst others.

Debut EPs 'BANANAT', 'KAI' (La Belle Records) and 'REGALIU' (Foehn Records), including
remixes by Naduve (Multi-Culti), El Búho (Wonderwheel Recordings), Íñigo Vontier
(Correspondant) and DJ Raff (National Records), are a refreshing package of inventive and
off kilter organic house sounds that make for a unique and colourful trip. Jungle sounds,
tribal percussion, exotic voices and folkloric instruments flow over contagious and hypnotic
rhythms that hook you in standing out in any set.
On December 2019, Kartel and Foehn Records welcome back AKKAN for their debut selfentitled LP, that includes 12 tracks and various collaborations by Huaira, Chancha via
Circuito, El Búho and Arnau Obiols. The album is a renewed immersion into the fascinating
and fresh imagination of the Barcelona duo, an enthralling trip into occult sounds,
unpredictable melodies, elastic patterns and colourful synth lines. Far from any stylistic
attachments and stereotyped genre labels, the album is a clear commitment with a
distinctive and personal sound, bright and sophisticated as well as spontaneous and
meticulous. It is a genuine musical journey, which transports us from the sharpness of the
desert to the deepness of an imaginary jungle from the very first beat.
Sinchi Col. (NL): “It’s cosmic, celebratory and sounds like little else out there”.
DJ Mag (UK): “Excellent Afro-fusion. Keep up the great work”.
House Nation Radio (FR): “Superb tracks, nice sounds & stuff. Full Support!”.
DeepHouseAmsterdam (NL): “Brilliantly organic and natural deep house tracks”.
Ransom Note (UK): “Time to take shelter beneath the banana tree”.
Tsugi Radio (FR): “C’est une invitation à une fête secrète dans la savane”.
Mystic Vibes (US): “It’s Meeeental!!”.
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